Four-cell stage mouse blastomeres have different developmental properties.
Blastomeres of the early mouse embryo are thought to be equivalent in their developmental properties at least until the eight-cell stage. However, the experiments that have led to this conclusion could not have taken into account either the spatial origin of individual blastomeres or the spatial allocation and fate of their progeny. We have therefore readdressed this issue having defined cell lineages in mouse embryos undergoing different patterns of cleavage in their second division cycle. This has enabled us to identify a major group of embryos in which we can predict not only the spatial origin of each given four-cell blastomeres, but also which region of the blastocyst is most likely to be occupied by its progeny. We show that a pattern of second cleavage divisions in which a meridional division is followed by one that is equatorial or oblique allows us to identify blastomeres that differ in their fate and in their developmental properties both from each other and from their cousins. We find that one of these four-cell stage blastomeres that inherits some vegetal membrane marked in the previous cleavage cycle tends to contribute to mural trophectoderm. The progeny of its sister tend to donate cells to part of the ICM lining the blastocyst cavity and its associated trophectoderm. Chimaeras made entirely of these equatorially or obliquely derived blastomeres show developmental abnormalities in both late preimplantation and early postimplantation development. By contrast, chimaeras made from four-cell stage blastomeres from early meridional divisions develop normally. The developmental defects of chimaeras made from the most vegetal blastomeres that result from later second cleavages are the most severe and following transplantation into foster mothers they fail to develop to term. However, when such individual four-cell blastomeres are surrounded by blastomeres from random positions, they are able to contribute to all embryonic lineages. In conclusion, this study shows that while all four-cell blastomeres can have full developmental potential, they differ in their individual developmental properties according to their origin in the embryo from as early as the four-cell stage.